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18ST SEAN TAKES UP CLIMBING TO LOSE
WEIGHT..BUT HE ENDS UP EVEN HEAVIER

Denial . . . Sarah Kellen

Epstein’s
aide: I’m
not a sex
monster

Mountaineater!

EXCLUSIVE by JAMES
BEAL, US Editor

GHISLAINE
Maxwell’s
alleged
lieutenant
has
spoken for the first time
since
Jeffrey
Epstein’s
suicide — and insisted:
“I’m no monster.”
Sarah Kellen, 41, has
been accused of running
a contacts book of girls
to give him massages but
who then suffered abuse.
Epstein’s
ex-assistant
was also said to have
coached a 22-year-old in
how to sexually satisfy
the billionaire. But unlike
British socialite Maxwell,
Epstein’s alleged pimp,
Kellen was not arrested.
She claimed she was a
victim when approached
near her £3.4million New
York home, saying: “I’ve
been made out to be such
a monster — but it’s not
true. I’m a victim of Jeffrey Epstein. I was raped
and abused weekly.”
Kellen appears in 350
logs of Epstein’s private
jet, including on flights
with Prince Andrew, 60,
who denies wrongdoing.
Maxwell, 58, is in jail
facing charges for grooming girls for Epstein.

CHOMPIN’

FORMER stockbroker
Adam Moran, from
Leeds, is a Yorkshire
Pudding eating world
champion — and once
wolfed down 101 ham
croquettes
in
just
eight minutes.

CHAMPS

TROUBLE & STRIDE
A man of 48 went for a
walk after a row and
carried on for 260 miles
before being fined over a
curfew in Gimarra, Italy.
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By KEVIN DUGUID

Get stout &
about . . .
Sean binges
on junk food
after treks

AN ex-squaddie told how
he became a climbing
fanatic to slim down his
18-stone frame — but
ended up even heavier.
Sean McBride, 53, is in
peak fitness thanks to six
years of gruelling treks
including to the 15,000ft
Mount Everest base camp.
But he revealed he now tips
the scales at over 19 stones
because his forays into the hills
result in him bingeing on junk
food and beer when back down.
The freelance climbing blogger from Prestwick, Ayrshire,
said: “Over the years in the
mountains I haven’t lost any
weight. In fact I’ve still gained,
but that hasn’t stopped me.”
“I’m a fast food junkie. Pizzas,
burgers, kebabs.
“My ideal weight is 13st and
I’m just over 19st. Since I’ve
been doing the mountaineering
I’ve been 16st 8lb. I was that
for about two or three months
and put it back on.”
Sean
decided
to
lose
weight in 2014 and threw
himself
into
a
training
regime in the Scottish hills.
He then tackled Everest’s
first base camp in Nepal
in 2016, adding: “I lost 1½st
in three weeks. But once
back I was straight to
McDonald’s.”
Sean, in the Royal Corps
of Signals from 1984 to
1994, has scaled Africa’s
highest mountain Kilimanjaro in Tanzania and says
he may try reaching Everest’s second base camp but
won’t do the full peak.
He said: “Everest is just
over 29,000ft and if anything goes wrong at the top
it tends to kill you quickly.”
kevin.duguid@the-sun.co.uk

Peak performer . . . Sean on Tanzania’s Kilimanjaro,
above, and after reaching Everest’s first base camp

